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Abstra t. The evolution of the ele troni sour es onne ted through
wide area networks like Internet has en ouraged the development of new
information gathering te hniques that go beyond traditional information
retrieval and Web sear h methods. They use advan ed te hniques, like
planning or onstraint programming, to integrate and reason about hetereogeneous information sour es. In this paper we des ribe MAPWeb,
a multiagent framework that integrates planning agents and Web information retrieval agents. The goal of this framework is to deal with
problems that require planning with information to be gathered from
the Web. MAPWeb de ouples planning from information gathering, by
splitting a planning problem into two parts: solving an abstra t problem and validating and ompleting the abstra t solutions by means of
information gathering. This de oupling allows also to address an important aspe t of information gathering: the Web is a dynami medium and
more and more ompanies make their information available in the Web
everyday. The MAPWeb framework an be adapted qui kly to these
hanges by just modifying an abstra t planning domain and adding the
required information gathering agents. For instan e, in a travel assistant
domain, if taxi ompanies begin to o er Web information, it would only
be ne essary to add new planning operators related to traveling by taxi,
for a more omplete travel domain. This paper des ribes the MAPWeb
planning pro ess, fo using on the aforementioned exibility aspe t.

1

Introdu tion

In re ent years there has been a lot of work in Web information gathering [1, 5{8℄.
Information gathering intends to integrate a set of di erent information sour es
with the aim of querying them as if they were a single information sour e [6℄.
Many di erent kinds of systems, named mediators, have been developed. They
try to integrate information from multiple distributed and heterogeneous information sour es, like database systems, knowledge bases, web servers, ele troni
repositories. . . (an example is the SIMS [7℄ ar hite ture). In order that these
systems are pra ti al, they must be able to optimize the query pro ess by sele ting the most appropriate Web sour es and ordering the queries. For this
purpose, di erent algorithms and paradigms have been developed. For instan e,
Planning by Rewriting (PbR) [1℄ builds queries by using planning te hniques.
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Other examples of information gathering systems are Ariadne [7℄, Hera les [8℄,
WebPlan [5℄.
Some of the previous approa hes use planning te hniques to sele t the appropriate Web sour es and order the queries to answer generi user queries. That
is, they use planning as a tool for sele ting and sequen ing the queries. In this
paper we des ribe MAPWeb, an information gathering system that also uses
planning, but with a di erent purpose (some preliminary work an be found
in [2, 3℄). MAPWeb uses planning for both determining the appropriate generi
sour es to query and solving a tual planning problems. For instan e, in this paper, the MAPWeb framework is applied to a travel planning assistant domain
(e-tourism),1 where the user needs to nd a plan to travel among several pla es.
Ea h plan not only determines what steps the user must perform, but whi h
information sour es should be a essed. For instan e, if a step is to go from A to
B by plane, the system provides the user the information of what airplane ompanies should be onsulted for further information. This domain is similar to the
travel planning assistant built using the Hera les framework. However, Hera les
onstrained network, whi h is a kind of plan s hema, needs to be reprogrammed
everytime the planning domain hanges. MAPWeb tries to be more exible by
using planning te hniques to reate the plans. For instan e, if it is desired to
add a new information sour e to the system, it is only ne essary to hange the
planning domain instead of reprogramming the plan s hema by hand. For instan e, if taxi fares were made suddenly available in the Web, it would only be
ne essary to add a move-by-taxi operator along with the asso iated WebAgent.2
A tually, MAPWeb an handle planning operators whi h are not asso iated to
any information sour e (be ause, for instan e, the information on a given topi
is not yet available). In that ase, plans will ontain steps with no detailed information. This is useful, be ause even if no spe i information is supplied, at
least the user is told that he an ful ll that step by any means.
The paper is stru tured as follows. Se tion 2 des ribes MAPWeb ar hite ture. Se tion 3 explains in detail the abstra t planning pro ess. Se tion 4
evaluates empiri ally the system. Finally, Se tion 5 summarizes the on lusions
and future lines of work.

2

MAPWeb System Ar hite

ture

is stru tured into several logi layers whose purpose is to isolate
the user from the details of problem solving and Web a ess. More spe i ally,
we onsidered four layers between users and the Web: the physi al world (the
users), the reasoning layer (that in ludes user agents, planning agents, and ontrol agents), the a ess information layer (that ontains WebAgents to retrieve
the desired information), and the information world (whi h represents the available information). This four-layer ar hite ture an be seen in Figure 1.
MAPWeb

1
2
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This domain is a modi ed version of the Logisti s domain.
A WebAgent is an information agent spe ialized in onsulting a parti ular information sour e.
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three-layer ar hite ture.

MAPWeb deploys this ar hite ture using a set of heterogeneous agents.
Next, ea h of these types of agents will be des ribed:

: They pay attention to user queries and display to users the solution(s) found by the system. When an UserAgent re eives problem queries
from the users, it sends them to the PlannerAgents and when they answer
ba k with the plans, the UserAgent provides the solutions to the user.
ControlAgents: They handle several ontrol fun tions like the insertion
and deletion of agents in the system and ommuni ation management.
PlannerAgents: They re eive an user query, build an abstra t representation of it, and solve it by means of planning. Then, the PlannerAgents ll in
the information details by querying the WebAgents. The planner that has
been used by the PlannerAgents is prodigy4.0 [9℄.
WebAgents: Their main goal is to ll in the details of the abstra t plans obtained by the PlannerAgents. They obtain that information from the Web.

{ UserAgents

{

{

{

The way these agents ooperate is as follows. First, the user intera ts with
the UserAgent to input his/her query. The query aptures information like the
departure and return dates and ities, one way or return trip, maximum number
of transfers, and some preferen e riteria. This information is sent to the PlannerAgent, whi h transforms it into a planning problem. This planning problem
retains only those parts that are essential for the planning pro ess, whi h is
named the abstra t representation of the user query. Prodigy4.0 generates several abstra t solutions for the user query. The planning operators in the abstra t
solutions require to be ompleted and validated with a tual information whi h
is retrieved from the Web. To a omplish this, the PlannerAgent sends information queries to spe ialized WebAgents, that return several re ords for every
information query. Then, the PlannerAgent integrates and validates the solutions and returns the data to the UserAgent, whi h in turn displays it to the
user. MAPWeb agents use a subset of the kqml spee h a ts [4℄. The whole
pro ess will be des ribed in full detail in the next se tion.
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3

The Planning Pro ess

As mentioned before, in MAPWeb, the information gathering pro ess is arried
out by a set of WebAgents, but this pro ess is guided by the PlannerAgent that
reasons about the requested problem and the di erent information sour es that
are available.
The planning pro ess is divided into two parts: solving an abstra t problem, and ompleting it with information gathered from the Web. Planning is
de oupled this way be ause of two reasons:
{

{

The abstra t planning problem is easier to solve by lassi al planners. This
is be ause if all the information about all the available ights, all possible
trains, et . was in luded in the planning pro ess, planning would be unfeasible.
It is not ne essary to a ess the Web during the planning pro ess. Queries
to the WebAgents are arried out only when abstra t plans are ready. This
allows to redu e the number of queries, be ause only those queries that are
required by the solution are ever made.

Planning works as follows. First, the PlannerAgent re eives a query from
UserAgent. This query is analyzed and translated into an abstra t planning
problem. Se ond, the PlannerAgent uses its own skills and knowledge about the
problem and tries to solve it. If the solving pro ess is su essful, the PlannerAgent generates a set of abstra t solutions. These solutions are too general and
only have the essential information for the planning pro ess, so they need spei information to be ompleted and validated. The PlannerAgent builds a set
of information queries (queries to other agents in the system to request spe i
information). It is important to try to optimize the number of queries due to the
high number of possible instantiations. When the queries have been built, the
PlannerAgent sele ts the set of WebAgents that will be asked. Finally, when the
WebAgents answer with the information found in the Web (if WebAgents are
su essful) the PlannerAgent integrates all the spe i information with the abstra t solutions to generate the nal solutions that will be sent to the UserAgent.
In Figure 2 the modular des ription of the planning pro ess is shown.
The next subse tions explain this pro ess in detail by fo using in the data
stru tures used by ea h of the relevant agents: the user query generated by the
UserAgent, the abstra t problem, the abstra t solutions, the spe i knowledge
used by the PlannerAgent, and nally the spe i information re ords retrieved
by the WebAgents.
3.1

The User Query

The planning pro ess starts when the user supplies a problem to be solved. A
user query is a sequen e of stages. Ea h stage is a template that represents a
leg of the trip, and ontains several elds to be lled by the user. Table 1 shows
an instan e of a possible user query. It will be used to illustrate the rest of the
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Fig. 2. Planning Pro ess developed by the PlannerAgent. The user query is
transformed into an abstra t planning problem, whi h is subsequently solved by
Prodigy4.0. Ea h solution is partially instantiated by means of domain dependent
heuristi s. Every operator in a solution generates several Web queries, whi h are sent
to the appropriate WebAgents by using the agent hierar hy. The agents return several
re ords, that are used to omplete and validate the abstra t solutions.

arti le. This query is then sent to the PlannerAgent. Besides the information
shown in Table 1, the user an spe ify the lo ations inside the ity where s/he
wants to start or end the trip (like an airport, a train station, or a bus station).
This is done by means of the user interfa e provided by the UserAgent.
Table 1.

A user problem to go from Turin to Toledo by airplane or train.
Leg Stage
Date
1 Turin Madrid Sep. 11th
2 3 nights stay
Sep. 11th
3 Madrid Toledo Sep. 14th
4 Toledo Turin Sep. 14th

!
!
!

3.2

Restri tions No Transfers
Plane or train
0 or 1
< 15.000 pts
Plane or train
0 or 1
Plane or train
0 or 1

The planning domain and the abstra t solutions

The PlannerAgent transforms the user query into an abstra t problem. This is
done as follows. First, it de nes an abstra t ity. This ity in ludes all possible
lo al transports, but only the long range transport terminals that the user wishes
to use are in luded. Then, this abstra t ity is opied as many times as the
maximum number of transfers supplied by the user. It is important to remark
that the ities are abstra t ities (i.e. they have no atta hed names, so they are
present in the abstra t plan to represent the initial, intermediate, and nal travel
points). The rest of details provided by the user are ignored at this stage. The
abstra t problem represents the initial state and the goals of the problem that
are the inputs to Prodigy4.0.
In order to solve abstra t problems, Prodigy4.0 requires a domain where
the planning operators are des ribed. Using planning at this stage (instead of
using pre-programmed plans) provides two main advantages:
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1.

Flexibility: the system

an be adapted to many di erent versions of travel domains and problems by just hanging the domain des ription or the abstra t
problem generation method, respe tively.
2. Easy integration of new Web sour es. The Web is a dynami medium: more
and more ompanies make their information available in the Web everyday.
If a new information sour e (like taxi fares) is made available, MAPWeb an
be adapted qui kly by just adding a new planning operator and establishing
a relation with a WebAgent spe ialized in gathering the information from
the Web.
The abstra t problem obtained from Table 1 would be given to the PlannerAgent planner (Prodigy4.0) whi h would obtain several possible abstra t
solutions. In this ase, the planner would reply with the plans shown in Figures 3
(solutions with 0 transfers) and 4 (1 transfer solutions).
Problem: 0-Transfers
Solution 1:
<travel-by-airplane user1 plane0 airport0 airport2>
<move-by-lo al-transport user1 lbus2 bustop20 trainstat21 ity2>
Solution 2:
<move-by-lo al-transport user1 lbus0 bustop00 trainstat01 ity0>
<travel-by-train user1 train0 trainstat0 trainstat2>

Fig. 3.

Abstra t solutions generated by Prodigy4.0 for Leg 1 with 0-Transfer.

Problem: 1-Transfers
Solution 1:
<travel-by-airplane user1 plane0 airport0 airport1>
<move-by-lo al-transport lbus1 bustop10 trainstat11 ity1>
<travel-by-train user1 train1 trainstat1 trainstat2>
Solution 2:
<travel-by-airplane user1 plane0 airport0 airport1>
<travel-by-airplane user1 plane1 airport1 airport2>
<move-by-lo al-transport lbus2 bustop20 trainstat20 ity2>
..............

Fig. 4.

Abstra t solutions generated by Prodigy4.0 for Leg 1 with 1-Transfers.

This is a set of abstra t plans that ontain no a tual details. Some of the plan
steps might not even be possible be ause, for instan e, there are no ompanies
linking two ities. Therefore, those plans need to be validated and ompleted.
The PlannerAgent a omplishes this task in the following way:
1. The abstra t steps in the solution ontain unbound variables that relate to
transfer ities. They need to be bound before the WebAgents are queried.
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7

The PlannerAgent restri ts the number of bindings by applying a geographi

heuristi . This is a hieved as follows:
{

{
{

If the origin and arrival ities belong to the same ountry, only the ities
in that ountry are onsidered as possible transfer ities.
Else, if the origin and arrival ities belong to the same ontinent, only
the ities of that ontinent are onsidered.
Otherwise, all ities are onsidered.

In the ase of the rst leg of the trip, as Turin and Madrid belong to Europe,
we extra t the ities that belong to this ontinent ( urrently, about 30).
Table 2 displays the queries that would be generated in this ase.
Table 2.

Queries partially instantiated.

Query send to the WebAgents
No Transfers
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Toledo)
0
(travel-by-train user1 train0? Turin Toledo)
0
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Madrid Turin)
0
(travel-by-train user1 train0? Madrid Toledo)
0
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Ali ante)
1
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Bar elona)
1
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Paris)
1
(travel-by-train user1 train0? Turin Madrid)
1
...
...

2. Planning operators of the abstra t solutions and Web sour es are related by
means of a WebAgent hierar hy. This hierar hy is used by the PlannerAgent
to sele t the relevant WebAgents that will be used to obtain the information.
This hierar hy allows the PlannerAgent to know whi h WebAgents know
how to retrieve the required information. In Figure 5 a des ription of this
hierar hy is shown.
Agent
|___UserAgent0
|---ReasonerAgent
|___PlannerAgent0
|___WebAgents
|___Travel
|___Fly: WebAgent-Iberia,WebAgent-Amadeus-Flight
|___Train: WebAgent-Renfe,WebAgent-RailEurope
|___Bus
|___Hotel: WebAgent-Amadeus-Hotel
|___Car
|___ControlAgents
|___ManagerAgent0
|___Coa hAgent0
Fig. 5. Agents Hierar hy. It des ribes all the available agents in MAPWeb and their
information gathering skills.
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3. Finally the PlannerAgent uses the previous information to build a set of
queries that will sent to the sele ted WebAgents. If a planning operator is
repeated in di erent abstra t solutions, it is only onsidered on e, to avoid
repeating queries. For instan e, in the solutions for 1-Transfer problems the
operator (<travel-by-airplane user1 plane0 airport0 airport1>) would
be translated as shown in Table 3:
Table 3.

Queries partially instantiated to the appropriate WebAgents.

Query send to the WebAgents
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Toledo)
(travel-by-train user1 train0? Turin Toledo)
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Ali ante)
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Bar elona)
(travel-by-airplane user1 plane0? Turin Paris)
(travel-by-train user1 train0? Turin Madrid)
...

WebAgent
Iberia, Amadeus-Flights
Renfe, RailEurope
Iberia, Amadeus-Flights
Iberia, Amadeus-Flights
Iberia, Amadeus-Flights
Renfe, RailEurope
...

Those queries (and all the additional information given by the UserAgent)
are sent to several WebAgents that know about airplane travel, so that variable
plane0? is instantiated as well.
3.3

Filling the Abstra t Solutions

The information queries are sent to the sele ted WebAgents with the spe i
data (departure and arrival times, travel ost, et . . . ) and the query that the
PlannerAgent needs. With this information the WebAgents automati ally build
the spe i Web query that will be sent to the Web information sour es the
agent is spe ialized in. For every query, ea h WebAgent will return to the PlannerAgent a list of re ords by lling a template whose stru ture is shared by
all the agents (there are di erent templates depending on the kind of information required). In Table 4 some of the retrieved ight-re ords and train-re ords
provided by di erent WebAgents are shown for the Leg 1 in the example.
Finally, those re ords are re eived by the PlannerAgent that will use them
to omplete the abstra t solutions. If the WebAgents return no re ords for a
step of the abstra t solution, that parti ular solution is reje ted. However, it is
important to remark that if it is known in advan e that there are no Web sour es
to omplete a parti ular step (for instan e, <MOVE-BY-LOCAL-TRANSPORT taxi
...>), then the user is told that s/he has to arry out that step, even though no
spe i information about that step is atta hed. The set of ompleted solutions
are nally sent to the UserAgent that requested the information.

4

Experimental Evaluation

The aim of this se tion is to arry out several experiments with MAPWeb to
evaluate its performan e. First, the example-trip we have used to illustrate the
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Table 4.

Inf-FLIGHTS

WebAgent

re ord1

Iberia

9

Retrieved re ords by the WebAgents.

re ord2

re ord3

Inf-TRAINS

re ord1

Portugalia
null
NI711
null
ESP
2h10min
TRN
11-09-01
MAD
null
null
1
one-way

train- ompany RENFE RENFE RENFE
http-address w3.renfe.es w3.renfe.es w3.renfe.es
train-id
07054
07056
07058
ti ket-fare
780
780
780
urren y
ESP
ESP
ESP
departure- ity MAD
MAD
MAD
departure-date 11-09-01 11-09-01 11-09-01
departure-time 6:30
8:30
10:14
arrival- ity
TOL
TOL
TOL
arrival-date
11-09-01 11-09-01 11-09-01
arrival-time
7:53
9:47
11:30
lass
Tourist
Tourist
Tourist

Amadeus Amadeus WebAgent Renfe

air- ompany
Iberia
Iberia
http-address
w3.iberia.es null
ight-id
IB8797
IB8819
ti ket-fare
70641
null
urren y
ESP
ESP
ight-duration 3h45min
2h00min
airp-depart- ity TRN
TRN
departure-date 11-09-01
11-09-01
airp-arrival- ity MAD
MAD
return-date
null
null
lass
Tourist
null
o
n passengers 1
1
round-trip
one-way
one-way

re ord2

Renfe

re ord3

Renfe

previous se tions will be tested. Se ond, a set of problems given by the user will
be evaluated to analyze the average behaviour of the system.
Table 5 summarizes the example-trip (Turin to Toledo and ba k). To solve
this problem, a team of nine agents was used. It in ludes all the agents displayed in the agents-hierar hy of Figure 5. In parti ular, airplane, train, and
hotel WebAgents have been used. The next parameters have been measured:
{

{

Validated abstra t solutions/abstra t solutions ratio (val.sols/abs.sols). This
value measures how many abstra t solutions provided through the planner
were validated by the information provided by the information gathering
agents.
Number of instantiated solutions. It shows all the possible solutions to the
user problem. The solutions are omputed using the gathered re ords. The
PlannerAgent uses the k validated abstra t solutions that ontain li abstra t
operators. If there are bij retrieved re ords for the j -th operator of the i-th
solution, then the number of possible instantiated solutions is:
Number of solutions =

{
{
{

XYb
k

li

i=1 j=1

ij

Number of Web Queries. This represent all the queries made by the WebAgents to retrieve the spe i information.
Number of gathered re ords (dupli ated re ords are removed).
Time. It in ludes planning time and Web gathering time. It is elapsed time
(i.e. the time spent by the WebAgents a ting in parallel is not a umulated).

Everyone of the previous parameters is measured for both 0 and 1 transfers
(0-T and 1-T). In this example, there are no solutions for the 0 transfers be ause
it is impossible to omplete the fourth leg of the trip (there is no way to go from
Toledo to Turin dire tly). On the other hand, there are thousands of possible
ombinations when 1 transfer is allowed. It is important to remark that even
though when 1 transfer is used, it takes several thousand se onds to nd the
solutions, only 1 se ond per leg is spent for a tual planning.
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Table 5. MAPWeb

Leg
1
2
3
4

request for the example-trip, with 0 and 1 transfers.

Stage

Val. sols
per abs. sols
0-T 1-T
Turin Madrid 0.5 0.667
3 nights stay
1
1
Madrid Toledo 0.5 0.333
Toledo Turin 0 0.333

!
!
!

Number of
solutions
0-T 1-T
2 1829
6
6
12 797
0 432

Number of Number of
queries
re ords
0-T 1-T 0-T 1-T
4
43 20 135
1
1
20 20
4
43 22 92
4
43
0
67

Time
(se onds)
0-T
1-T
112.465 962.938
62.384 62.384
75.030 1692.839
76.236 3874.948

We have also tested a set of 38 problems with di erent on gurations of
. The problems in lude 15 trips within Spain, 15 within Europe, and
8 Inter ontinental ones. Ea h problem has been tried with 0 and 1 transfers.
The results are shown in Table 6. This experiment shows in pra ti e the exibility of MAPWeb when it is ne essary to add new information sour es. The
on gurations that have been used are as follows:
MAPWeb

{
{

{
{

N0: only one WebAgent spe ialized in retrieving information from a parti-

ular Airplane Company (Iberia Airlines3 ) was onsidered.
N1: di erent WebAgents spe ialized in gathering information of the same
kind ( ight information) were used: WebAgent-Iberia, WebAgent-Avian a,
WebAgent-Amadeus-Flights, WebAgent-4Airlines-Flights. The two last ones
are meta-sear hers.
N2: only two WebAgents spe ialized in gathering information of the same
type (train information) were used: WebAgent-Renfe, WebAgent-RailEurope.
N3: integrates all the previous WebAgents, that is, agents for retrieving both
ight and train information (N3=N1+N2).

Table 6.

and 1-T).

Summary of the results for 38 user problems, with 0 and 1 transfers (0-T
Con g.
N0
N1
N2
N3

Number of
solutions
0-T
1-T
7.1 999.3
 = 6.7 1480.5
10.9 1338.1
 = 8.0 1725.8
3.7
3.7
 = 7.9 7.9
12.5 1340.2
 = 8.8 1724.4

Solved Number of
problems
queries
0-T 1-T 0-T 1-T
65.7% 74.3% 1 26.9

Time
(se onds)
0-T
1-T
65.6 1485.7
 = 10.2 1319.2
94.2% 97.1% 4 91.2
162.4 2243.6
 = 200.5 1321.8
25.7% 40.0% 2 51.4
70.1 1314.4
 = 23.0 1124.3
94.3% 97.1% 6 143.9 165.3 2666.6
 = 199.6 1298.8

In Table 6, we observe the following:
{

3
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With respe t to N0, as it ould be expe ted, many more solutions are found
when 1 transfer legs are allowed (999.3 vs. 7.1). It an also be observed that
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{

{

{

5

11

MAPWeb annot nd a solution for some problems, although the number
of problems solved in reases for the 1-T option (74.3% vs. 65.7%). However,
the number of queries and the time required to ful ll them also in reases
qui kly. It is also noti eable that standard deviations are rather large. This
is be ause user problems an be very di erent; some of them an be solved
qui kly be ause there are few retrieved re ords, whereas other problems an
have many possible solutions.
N1 enlarges N0 by in luding more airplane ompanies. MAPWeb does not
nd many more solutions per problem, be ause most of the user problems
are within Europe, where Iberia (the only agent in N0) o ers many ights.
However, many more problems are solved (94.2% vs. 65.7% with 0 transfers,
and 97.1% vs. 65.7% for 1 transfer). Although the number of queries is
multiplied by 4 in N1, the time required to ful ll them has been only doubled
(162.4 vs. 65.6 for 0-T and 2243.6 vs. 1485.7 for 1-T). Time is doubled
be ause even though the four WebAgents work in parallel, all the retrieved
re ords must be analyzed by a single PlannerAgent.
N2 displays the results when only train travels are allowed. Only a few problems an be solved: 25.7% with 0-T and 40.0% with 1-T, and very few solutions per problem are found (3.7). This is learly due to the smaller number
of possibilities of full lling travels using only trains vs. using airplanes.
N3 integrates both airplane and train ompanies. Compared to N1, almost
the same number of user problems are solved (94.3% vs. 94.2% and 97.1%
vs. 97.1%), although some more solutions per problem are found (12.5 vs.
10.9 and 1340.2 vs. 1338.1).

Con lusions

The Web is a dynami medium: more and more ompanies make their information available in the web everyday. Web information gathering systems need
to be exible to adapt to these rapid hanges. In this paper we have des ribed
MAPWeb, a multiagent framework that ombines lassi al planning te hniques
and Web information retrieval agents. MAPWeb de ouples planning from information gathering, by splitting a planning problem into two parts: solving an
abstra t problem and validating and ompleting the abstra t solutions by means
of information gathering. Flexible information gathering is a hieved by means
of planning. In order to add a new information sour e to the system, only the
planning domain has to be modi ed, besides adding the related Web agent.
In this paper MAPWeb has been applied to the e-tourism domain, but we
believe it ould be also used in other domains where planning an be separated
from Web information gathering. For instan e, urrently many ompanies are
thinking on moving to the Web and most organization pro ess models will
be implemented in su h a way that they use information stored in the Web
(either information internal to the organization or external). These pro esses
an be automati ally generated on-the- y by planners, and they will need the
information stored in the Web to de ide on the steps to be performed. For
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instan e, one might de ne what information to publish (and how) in the Web
depending on the ompeten e pri es. This publishing pro ess ould be generated
automati ally by a planner.
In the future, several new skills will be developed for di erent agents in
MAPWeb. These skills will try to improve the performan e of the global system in two ways: by in reasing the number and quality of solutions found by
the agents, and by minimizing the time and omputational resour es used by
MAPWeb to solve problems.
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